AWANA CLUB STANDARDS

1

Respectful language is always expected before, during, and after club.

2

Care and respect should be shown for church property.

3

Pushing, shoving and roughhousing are not allowed.

4

Running is allowed only on the game circle during certain games.

5

Chewing gum should be left at home and not brought to club.
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Parents Signature

11

During a club night the commanders, directors, and leaders sometimes start
at one and count to five, by the time number five has reached each clubber
is expected to be waiting quietly for instructions for the next activity. In
Awana, leaders and clubbers are taught to respect the 5-count.
Commanders and directors utilize the “3-count” for individuals not following
club behavior standards. If a clubber receives three warnings in one meeting
he or she will be sent home for the night. Clubbers who received a 3-count
and are sent home may return to club in the future if they agree to abide by
club rules. The commander will determine whether the clubber will serve a
one or two week suspension from club.
Uniforms and handbooks maybe purchased clubbers when have completed
their entrance booklet. Upon receiving the uniform, the clubber should wear
it to every regular Awana meeting. replacement uniforms and handbooks
are available for a regular charge.
Awards are presented only to clubbers who have uniforms.
Sections must be passed by clubbers in one session. A maximum of two
helps per section is allowed. Normally, only five sections maybe completed
in one club meeting.
Awana clubbers are encouraged to regularly attend club and church. Awards
are given based upon both club and church attendance.

12 Game time is a privilege. In cases of extreme disorderliness, it may be
revoked for a night by the commander or director.

Clubbers Signature

13 While GraceLife substantially underwrites the cost of Awana, 25 cents in
dues is collected weekly from each child to help defray the operating costs.

